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Key insights
Where and why Australian farmers are investing
Australia’s farmers have efficiency and productivity top of mind when
it comes to investing in their farming operations.
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Key Insights
Agribusiness is about the long term – it’s about making
decisions now that see you right not just for the season, but
for years, decades, and generations.
As this latest Agri Insights report shows, Australian farmers
are guided in making their investment decisions by this
constant eye to the future. Across the country we see
that investment is focused on keeping farms efficient and
productive now, while setting them up for changing times.
This is manifested in some of the strongest technology
and innovation investment intentions we’ve seen to date.
At the end of the day, technology and innovation drive
productivity, efficiency, sustainability and profit.
With our latest report we’ve looked not only at where
our farmers plan to invest, but why. We have also taken
a backward glance, to see where they invested over
the past year. This report has delved deeper into
specific questions about what they are spending on,
from GPS systems to irrigation, new sheds and more.

The picture, overall, is very encouraging. This is especially
true of the livestock sectors, with strong investment
intentions in lamb, wool, beef and dairy as demand – and
prices – stay high and livestock helps producers achieve
flexibility and certainty.
Of course, it is never all upside in agribusiness. While some
regions and sectors are very positive, others are facing
challenges including a very dry winter and projected lower
yields in some areas where there is a real need for strong
finishing rains.
We are seeing some scaling back in cropping and
particularly grains, but even so the outlook is one of
optimism.
Across the states, the recurring themes have been around
balancing investment in ‘business as usual’ areas like
infrastructure repairs and upgrading equipment against
investments in new and exciting technology.

As always, I hope you find the data and insights in this
report valuable. In our 100-plus years of serving the
agribusiness sector, providing valid and useful insights
and information has always been one of our goals.
Agri Insights is a very robust report of Australian farmer
intentions in the market, designed to deliver credible,
data-driven insights.
If you would like to know more about the report or the
ways in which CommBank supports agribusiness,
please do get in touch with one of our specialists.
Grant Cairns
Executive General Manager
Regional and Agribusiness Banking
Commonwealth Bank

About CommBank Agri Insights
Agri Insights canvassed 1,405 Australian farmers about their intentions for their farm enterprise over the coming 12 months, as well as the past 12 months. We spoke to a representative sample of
rural producers across Australia. Fieldwork was executed by Fairfax Agricultural Research and Marketing using its database of more than 100,000 rural producers, and the research was managed by
Kynetec. Calls were conducted in September 2017.
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37%

1 in 3

1 in 10

31%

43%

23%

of farmers nationally
will increase their
investment in agtech

say that fixed infrastructure,
plant and equipment
attracted the most increased
investment over the past
12 months

wool growers will
expand their operation
in the next 12 months

of NSW farmers
are the most likely to
increase tech investment

farmers say their biggest
investment increases in the
past year were in their
beef operations

of farmers say they will
increase their investment in
education and training
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Commodities
snapshot
A look at intentions across the key
commodity sectors in the country
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Commodities markets
Tobin Gorey, Director Agri Commodities Strategy, Commonwealth Bank

Beef

Lamb

Wool

Cattle producers are back to herd rebuilding.
Queensland and New South Wales pastoral regions have
seen useful rainfall. And weather forecasters expect
the northern wet season, aided by a modest La Nina
event, to bring substantial rainfall. Both have bolstered
producer confidence. Producers have swung from
seller to buyer to boost prices sharply.

Lamb producers are getting on with rebuilding of
Australia’s flock. Agri Insights shows this: almost a third
of graziers are planning to expand their operations.
Graziers are responding to high prices. We expect prices
to stay high until next year at least, though they never
stay high indefinitely – they are self-curing.

Wool prices continue to trade near 2017 highs.
Supply remains on the tight side. We expect supply
to remain that way for another season or so.
Graziers are responding to high prices, as Agri Insights
shows. We expect new supply to eventually,
possibly in 2018, weigh on prices.

Cotton

Dairy

Horticulture

Global cotton supply will increase by a hefty amount in
season 2017. Prices are consequently lower. Farmers in
Australia’s traditional cotton regions are likely to plant
less this year. Summer grain crops offer an attractive
alternative. Australia’s newer cotton regions though
are likely to see production expand.

Global dairy prices have levelled-off in the past month
or so. High butter prices had dragged most dairy prices
higher during 2017. Now, though, it looks like butter
prices are retreating. And with that the chance of further
upgrades to milk prices has diminished.

Horticulturalists stand out as a group for their stability
over time. The Agri Insights report suggests that three
quarters of them are looking to stay about the same size.

Sugar Cane

Summer Grain

Winter Grain

Global sugar prices have fallen substantially this year.
And, given burgeoning global supply, we are not
confident they will not go lower still. Australian cane
farmers, sensibly, are acting with caution while
we go through this low-price period.

Summer croppers are looking to expand production this
year. Poor previous winter and summer crops mean that
feed supply is tight. Croppers are responding to high
feed grain prices in and around Australia’s summer crop
regions. Good recent rains in the region are likely to
have bolstered confidence in these plans.

Winter croppers’ fortunes have varied substantially in
season 2017. Some regions have done well. Others
though have been blighted by extended dry periods or
ill-timed cold snaps. Australia’s modest crop comes in
the context of comfortable global supply. Modest-to-low
prices thus do little to compensate for lost production.
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Commodities
investment
intentions

Winter Grain

Commodity intentions are looking generally
positive heading into 2018, with Australian
farmers signalling they intend to increase
investment across most sectors apart from
cotton and winter grain.
Winter grain intentions are significantly lower
due to low grain prices and returns, in addition
to fixed land, set crop rotations and set mixed
enterprises preventing many grain growers from
expanding their operations.

13%

Horticulture

16%

Sugar Cane

16% 7%

23%

Summer Grain

23%

78%

11%

24%

Sheep for
prime lamb

Decrease

66%
61%

14%

62%

33%
Increase

56%

16%

31%

Sheep for wool

*

75%

25%

Dairy

Beef

67%

9%

19%

Cotton

Sheep for wool and prime lamb show the
strongest positive intentions for the coming 12
months due to the appeal of livestock returns,
flexibility and reliability.

20%

13%
9%

56%
58%

Stay the same

Due to rounding of results, figures in this report may not add up exactly to the totals provided.
Low sample size.

^
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Case study:
Hansen Orchards,
Tasmania
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Tasmania, Hansen Orchards

Wave 8

Carl and Howard Hansen

50% of Tasmanian farmers point to increased
productivity and efficiency as motivation for increasing
tech and innovation spend.
Hansen Orchards has been sitting pretty beneath the
silhouette of Sleeping Beauty (Trestle Mountain and Collins
Bonnet) for four generations. Now Carl Hansen and his son
Howard run the operation, which started as an apple orchard
but in recent years has diversified into cherries.
“Tasmania has a competitive advantage when it comes to
the timing of cherries – we’re set up for the counter season
of the northern hemisphere. Between Tasmania and New
Zealand, we supply the world with freshly-picked, airfreighted cherries in January and February,” says Howard,
Managing Director of Hansen Orchards.
While the majority of cherries are sold into the Asian market,
with a smaller amount being exported to Europe and the
Middle East, the apples are generally sold domestically.
“Due to the high cost of labour in Australia, it’s hard to
compete internationally. Also, everyone can keep apples in
storage for 12 months now. We had to diversify and refocus
on domestic,” Howard says.
Hansen Orchards sell around 2,000 tonnes of cherries and
12,000 bins of apples per year, including the trademark
varieties Jazz™, Envy™ and Rockit™ which it grows on behalf
of the Montague Group and the Lenswood Co Op. This year
also saw the commercial release of its cider, Hansen Cider.
“We’re experimenting with cider, it’s going pretty well,”
Howard says.

The company has recently invested in an innovative rain
cover material from Germany to protect its cherry orchard
from summer rain. The rain cover is self-venting, so it
prevents humidity and minimises temperature increases
which can cause the fruit to soften. Howard says he had
been looking into covers for the better part of 10 years
before deciding to invest when an innovative zip system
was introduced. Thanks to the zip system, the orchards are
connected, which means there is no entry for birds.
“Before the zip system, you had to put a bird cover over the
rain cover, which blocks sunlight and affects the total yield.
The new zip system best suited our requirements,” he says.
Hansen Orchards has also invested heavily in innovations to
improve labour efficiency, including elevated work platforms
in the orchards and optical defect grading equipment that
helps improve labour efficiency in the packing shed.
The operation has recently signed up to disease prediction
technology to give them warning of infestations like black
spot and powdery mildew.
Regarding future plans, Howard says that now with the
cherries protected they will focus on protecting the apple
crop with hail nets to improve fruit quality and increase pack
outs.
“We’ve reduced risk in cherries, so next is the apples,”
Howard says.

“We supply the world with freshly-picked,
air-freighted cherries in January
and February”
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National view
A glance at farmers’ investment
intentions past and future
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Looking
ahead
Australian farming success ultimately relies on
efficiency, productivity and sustainability. That
means farmers need to keep up with the latest
technology and innovation – and over one-third
tell us they are planning to increase investment
in this area over the coming year.
At the same time, there are strong investment
intentions around fixed infrastructure, plant and
equipment, with farmers continuing to update
infrastructure that is essential to running a
productive farming business.
A focus on education and skills training also
remains for 2018, with farmers investing in
training that will support them and their teams
in their increasingly sophisticated businesses.

“Technology is changing all the
time, and if we do not keep up
with it we will fall behind in our
farming practices.”

Area of land

Contractors
and consultants
Other family
members/employees

9%

4%

14%

15%

Further education
and skills training

87%

4%

75% 6%

3%

23%

Fixed infrastructure,
plant and equipment

77%

2%

63%

35%

Farm technology
and innovation

2%

37%
Increase

Decrease

Stay the same

5%

12%

63%

3%

60%
Not applicable

Beef producer, QLD
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Looking
back – where
farmers
invested
and why

Fixed infrastructure,
plant and equipment
Area of land

10%

Scale of beef operation

10%

Farm technology
and innovation

5%

Scale of prime
lamb operation

4%

Scale of horticulture
operation

4%

Scale of winter
grain operation

3%

Scale of wool operation

3%

Why have these areas attracted the most investment^?

53%

“Because we are growing quite
quickly, we needed more plant
and equipment to keep up with
the increased work load.”
Horticulturalist, SA

6%

Contractors
and consultants

On-farm fixed infrastructure, plant and
equipment was by far the biggest area of
investment growth for the past 12 months,
with nearly a third of Australian farmers saying
this was where they increased spend the
most. When asked why, over half said they
needed new or upgraded equipment for their
operations.
When looking at commodities investment
over the past 12 months, producers said their
biggest investment increases were in their
beef operations, followed by prime lamb and
horticulture. This has been driven by strong
commodity prices in the market and good
returns, plus the need to meet continuing input
and production costs.

31%

of beef producers
said high costs

^

55%
required
machinery upgrades

36%

of farmers invested in farm
technology and innovation to
improve the productivity and
efficiency of their operations

Low sample size.
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Case study:
Malarga Grazing,
Queensland
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Cam, Lisa and Brian Hughes

33% of Queensland farmers say they will increase
investment in tech and innovation.
The Hughes family, at the helm of Malarga Grazing in
Queensland, are among a number of graziers working
towards answering a question that has beef producers
puzzled – why artificial insemination conception rates are so
low. Currently industry rates for artificial insemination sit at
a maximum of about 60%, and Cam Hughes and producers
like him want to find out why.
Cam runs Malarga Grazing – a Brahman beef operation
located in the Wide Bay-Burnett region of Queensland – with
his wife Lisa and father Brian. Cam is a member of the Meat
and Livestock Australia (MLA) R&D committee. Next year
the Hughes’ Blairmore property will be used as part of an
artificial insemination program trial.
This is just one example of Malarga Grazing’s commitment
to innovation. Over the past three years the business has
been helping an ear tag producer trial of different tags
and they’ve adjusted their pasture program to improve
production outcomes. Malarga has been in the Hughes
family for about a century. In the 1970s, the Hughes family
expanded the business to Blairmore at Ban Ban Springs and
have since accumulated numerous other smaller properties
along the way. All up, Malarga Grazing has about 8,500
cattle, across more than 20,230 ha, not including leased land.
The operation sells an average of 2000 heads per year, with
strong markets in China, Korea and Japan, though it does
chop and change a bit, Cam says. With beef performing so
well in the market at the moment, Lisa says the family is
taking the opportunity to upgrade the properties.

The Hughes family have also started carefully choosing
their pasture variety to give them greater quality control.
They have planted bisset creeping bluegrass, Rhodes grass
and wynn cassia with legumes like Seca stylo. The Hughes
are also planning to invest in a new variety of leucaena, a
legume fodder crop, to increase production. Where they
can’t plough due to the undulating landscape, they aerial
seed.
“We have been able to improve the pasture and our seeding
processes have helped our carcass weights increase to no
end. It has come at a cost, but it has also increased our
carrying capacity,” Cam says.
Looking ahead, the focus is to build a resilient and robust
business that can ride the ups and downs of farming.
“We plan to consolidate and improve our operations," Lisa
says. "This is the time to make a bit of money and improve
our fixed infrastructure, plant and equipment."

“We have thousands of acres of improved
pasture. These processes have helped
our carcass weights increase to no end.
It has come at a huge cost, but it has also
increased our carrying capacity”

“We chose to increase expenditure on farm last year. We
spent the money on farm improvements, fencing and just
things that need doing. We were capitalising on good returns
and putting the money back into the business,” she says.
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State by state
analysis
Investment intentions vary
from state to state
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New South
Wales
Looking forward

Developing the specialist skillset of the people
they employ on farm is top of mind for farmers
from New South Wales, who are again ahead of
the national average when it comes to skills and
education investment intentions.
Nearly half of New South Wales farmers plan to
increase their investment in farm technology
and innovation in the coming year, more than
any other state and six percentage points above
the national result.
This is a big step up from this time 12 months
ago, when only a quarter of farmers from the
state said they would increase.
Intentions surrounding fixed infrastructure, plant
and equipment remain high for 2018 for farmers
from the state.

Wave 8

Area of land

8%

Contractors
and consultants
Other family
members/employees

6%

86%

18%

15%

Further education
and skills training

4%

74%

4%

77% 5%

27%

3%

Fixed infrastructure,
plant and equipment

36%

Farm technology
and innovation

62%

2%

43%
Increase

4%

Decrease

Stay the same

8%

62%

2%

55%

Not applicable

Looking back

Over a third of New South Wales farmers
stated that their greatest area of investment in
their operations for the past year was in fixed
infrastructure, plant and equipment. When
asked why, nearly half said it was to update or
upgrade their machinery for operational needs.

“(We) needed to upgrade
machinery, as most was old,
or we didn’t have and thus
involved operations being done
by contractors who had become
very unreliable and costly.”

Past 12 months for fixed infrastructure investment
31%
National average

35%

NSW

Grains and Livestock farmer, NSW
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Queensland
Looking forward

Fixed infrastructure, plant and equipment is
projected to be the leading area of investment
over the coming 12 months for Queensland.
One in three Queensland farmers also intend
to increase their investment in farm technology
and innovation over the next 12 months, a
significant increase from this time 12 months
ago, jumping nine percentage points to sit just
below the national average.

Wave 8

Area of land

Contractors
and consultants
Other family
members/employees

7% 5%

12%

88%

4%

76%

13% 3%

Further education
and skills training

19%

82%

1%

67%

8%

2%

12%

Looking back

In the past 12 months, investment in beef was
higher in Queensland than in any other state,
and was second in the state only behind fixed
infrastructure, plant and equipment.
Reasons for this investment in beef enterprises
included opportunities around input and
production costs, followed by high ROI and good
commodity prices.

“Because we switched over from
commercial cattle to stud cattle
and we get more money for that
because it is more sought after.”

Fixed infrastructure,
plant and equipment

36%

Farm technology
and innovation

33%
Increase

Decrease

4%

60%

4%

Stay the same

63%
Not applicable

Past 12 months for beef enterprise investment

Beef producer, QLD

10%
National average

14%

QLD
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Victoria
Looking forward

Victorian farmers are boosting their on-farm
technology, with a large proportion saying they
will increase their investment in the coming 12
months. This is a substantial increase from this
time 12 months ago, up 20 percentage points
from this time last year.
Fixed infrastructure, plant and equipment is
also expected to account for a major share of
investment increases in the state.

Looking back

Fixed infrastructure, plant and equipment was
also a high priority for Victorian farmers for the
past 12 months, with a quarter of farmers from
the state saying this is where they directed the
most increased investment, in order to meet
their operational needs and look to improve
productivity.
Land holdings were also a key area of
investment for Victorian farmers over the past
year, as they sought more land in order to make
the most of commodity prices.

“After 14 years of trying, we
finally have the opportunity to
buy some land and expand.”

Wave 8

Area of land

8% 3%

Contractors
and consultants

13%

Other family
members/employees

16%

Further education
and skills training

89%

6%

73%

3%

72%

24%

2%

Fixed infrastructure,
plant and equipment

35%

Farm technology
and innovation

61%

1%

37%
Increase

Decrease

Stay the same

8%

9%

13%

64%

5%

57%
Not applicable

Past 12 months for area of land investment
10%

Dairy farmer, VIC
National average

13%

VIC
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Tasmania
Looking forward

Tasmanian farmers are investing in technology
and specialist skills, in order to keep their
operations competitive and productive. They
are among the most likely in the country to say
they’ll boost training investment, ahead of the
national average and up eight points from this
time last year.
They are also well ahead of the national average
when it comes to their intention to make more
use of contractors and consultants, with nearly
one in four Tasmanian farmers saying they will
increase in this area in the year ahead.
Meanwhile, Tasmanian farmers are now much
less likely to be looking to expand their property,
with the research showing a decline in land
acquisition intentions for the coming 12 months.

Wave 8

Area of land 1% 6%

93%

Contractors
and consultants
Other family
members/employees

23%

12%

Further education
and skills training

3%

71%

7%

73%

26%

Fixed infrastructure,
plant and equipment

1%

27%

Farm technology
and innovation

54%

3%

38%

3%

8%

18%

71%

3%

59%

Looking back

Looking back on the past year, while fixed
infrastructure, plant and equipment accounted
for most of Tasmanian farmers’ additional spend,
there were also significant numbers for boosting
investment in beef and prime lamb in the state,
with strong ROI accounting for this.

“(Lamb) sits well with our
operation. (I) believe the
immediate future of the red meat
industry looks sound.”

Increase

Decrease

Stay the same

Not applicable

Past 12 months for prime lamb investment
4%
National average

14%
TAS

Sheep producer, TAS
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South
Australia
Looking forward

South Australian farmers are mainly focused
on fixed infrastructure, plant and equipment
investment for the coming 12 months, closely
followed by investment in farm technology
and innovation, with close to a third of South
Australian farmers looking to invest more on
both measures.
In line with last year’s results, farmers in the
state are still committed to bringing advanced
skills into their operations, by investing in further
education and skills training, as well as looking
to specialist contractors and consultants for
advice within their business.

Looking back

Looking back over the past year, fixed
infrastructure, plant and equipment was listed
as the area that attracted the greatest level of
investment – more than in any other state.
Close to two thirds said this was because they
needed to upgrade or buy equipment, or invest
in infrastructure such as fencing, or repair
storage facilities.

Wave 8

Area of land

11%

Contractors
and consultants

13%

2%

76%

9%

Other family
members/employees

13%

3%

81%

3%

Further education
and skills training

16%

Fixed infrastructure,
plant and equipment

2%

87%

1%

68%

30%

Farm technology
and innovation
Increase

1%

27%

1%

Decrease

Stay the same

69%

72%
Not applicable

Past 12 months for fixed infrastructure, plant and equipment investment
31%

“Spare money from previous good
seasons; and now wool and stock
sales, has allowed us to invest in
fixed infrastructure, plant and
equipment.”

15%

National average

39%

SA

Grains and Livestock farmer, SA
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Western
Australia
Looking forward

Western Australian farmers are directing their
investment into their existing operations,
with a focus on new or upgraded equipment,
innovation and technology, and more training
for their staff.
They are ahead of the national average when
it comes to intentions for investment in fixed
infrastructure, plant and equipment, and are also
leading the nation when it comes to other states
in this area.
As they continue to invest more in farm
technology, staff training is also high on the
agenda, especially as farming operations
become more high tech, with more than one
in five farmers in the state investing more in
education and training in the coming 12 months.

Wave 8

Area of land

Contractors
and consultants

13%

11%

4%

83%

3%

Other family
members/employees

16%

Further education
and skills training

22%

82%

4%

77%

2%

Fixed infrastructure,
plant and equipment

64%

37%

Farm technology
and innovation

37%
Increase

4%

Decrease

1%

12%

62%

2%
Stay the same

4%

60%
Not applicable

Looking back

A significant number of Western Australian
farmers also said that over the past 12 months,
expanding their area of land accounted for their
biggest investment increase, mainly due to
taking advantage of expansion opportunities.

Past 12 months area of land investment
10%

“(I) have taken on a share farming
arrangement with the next-door
neighbour, which increases our
cropping by 50%.”

National average

13%

WA

Grains farmer, WA
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Investment in agtech
across the country
A deeper look at why Australian farmers are investing
in farm technology and innovation
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National overview

We took a deeper look at what is driving farmers’ technology investment intentions. For those planning to increase investment, improving productivity and efficiency is the overall driving factor,
closely followed by the need to keep up with future advancements and the latest on-farm technology. Nearing retirement was the leading reason cited by farmers who are looking to decrease their
investment in this area, while just over half of those surveyed said they were happy with their current level of investment in farm technology and innovation.

Reasons to increase
Improved management and record keeping

6%

Reasons to decrease
Have sold/intending to sell property

21%

Reduce labour costs/improve labour efficiency

Increase profit margins/ROI

Too expensive/not financially viable

Due to upgrade existing tech/ongoing investments

Small scale operation/limited ROI

8%
Planning to retire/downsize/sell property

Retired/about to retire

44%

16%

Will wait for new tech and innovation

6%

23%

12%

Reasons to stay the same

16%
Too expensive/lack of capital to invest

20%

17%
To utilise precision agriculture inc. livestock genomics

Happy with current level/recently invested

52%

18%
Keep up with future advancements/latest tech

33%
Improve overall productivity/efficiency

37%
^

Low sample size.
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State by state overview

From state to state, improving productivity and efficiency was identified as the main reason for increasing farm technology and innovation over the coming 12 months, with Tasmanian farmers
leading the country in this aspect. Queensland farmers have a strong desire to keep up with the latest on-farm technology with the majority stating this is why they will increase their investment in
farm technology and innovation for 2018.

Increase
39%

NSW

QLD

^

29%

16%

37% 13%

50%

27%

21%

39%

42%

TAS

WA

28%

34%

VIC

SA

Decrease
32%

19%

36%

19%

32%

64%

47%

21% 11%

34%

25%

25%

52%

12% 12%

48%

27% 13%

50%

20%

Stay the same

40%

25%

20%

25%

23%

23%

53%

100%

19%

15%

18% 12%

49% 13% 14%

46%

24%

62%

Improve overall productivity/efficiency

Retired/about to retire

Happy with current level/recently invested

Keep up with future advancements/latest tech

Too expensive/not financially stable

Too expensive/lack of capital to invest

To utilise precision agriculture inc. livestock genomics

Have sold/intending to sell property

Planning to retire/downsize/sell property

17%

23% 8%

Low sample size.
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Talk to us
Visit commbank.com.au/agriinsights
Call 1300 772 968 or email insights@cba.com.au to access Australian based
Agribusiness Banking Specialists around the clock.

Things you should know: The report is published solely for information purposes and is not to be construed as advice or recommendations. This report has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, financial situation and capacity to
bear loss, knowledge, experience or needs of any specific person who may receive this report. All recipients, before acting on the information in this report, should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to their
own objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek the appropriate professional or financial advice regarding the content of this report. The Bank believes that the information in this report is correct and any opinions, conclusions or
recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any
statement made in this report. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this report are subject to change without notice. The Bank is under no obligation to, and does not, update or keep current the information contained in this
report. Any projections and forecasts contained in this report are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results.
This report makes reference to data sourced from Kynetec, current as at October 2017. All analysis and views of future market conditions are solely those of Commonwealth Bank. The Bank does not accept any liability for any loss or damage arising
out of the use of all or any part of this report. Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124. AFSL and Australian Credit Licence 234945.

